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1. INTRODUCTION 
Smale [7] defines a hyperbolic compact invariant set d for a flow f  on a 
compact manifold to be an invariant set where the induced flow on the tangent 
bundle over n has an exponential splitting. Smale’s Axiom A flows are those 
where the nonwandering set Q is hyperbolic and Q is the closure of the set 
of periodic orbits. Conley [2] d fi e nes a weak form of recurrence for a flow 
called chain recurrence. The chain recurrent set W contains the non-gradient- 
like behavior of the flow; and 92 is a compact invariant set containing Q. In 
this paper we show: 
THEOREM A. g is hyperbolic if and only ;f  f is Axiom A mzd has no &es. 
In proving this result, one considers the problem of finding conditions for 
the denseness of periodic orbits in a hyperbolic invariant set. Smale has posed 
this question regarding a hyperbolic nonwandering set. We prove: 
THEOREM B. If A is a hyperbolic compact invariant set and f jr1 is clzain 
recurrent, then A is contained in the closure of the set of periodic orbits off. 
With this theorem we have an easy proof that if fz is hyperbolic then Q(f lo) 
is the closure of the set of periodic orbits. The technical lemma (Lemma 3.1) 
needed for Theorem B involves approximating a chain of orbit segments in J 
by one orbit near fl. I f  the chain of orbit segments comes back repeatedly to 
itself, then the approximating orbit can be taken to be periodic. In [l], Bowen 
approximates chains in 52 for Axiom A difEeomorpbisms. The Axiom A assump- 
tion provides local product structure which enables him to pick heteroclinic 
points in S2 to do the approximating. We avoid the use of local product structure 
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by choosing only heteroclinic points staying close enough to A so that they 
are hyperbolic. 
The authors would like to thank Sheldon Newhouse for helpful conversations 
during the preparation of this paper. 
2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
Let f  be a flow on a compact manifold M and let d be a distance on M. If  
Y is a subset of M and J is a subset of R, then define Y . J = f(Y x 1). 
Given x,y E .M and E, T > 0, an (E, T)-chain from x to y  is a collection 
{x0 = b, x1 )...) Xk = y; t, , t, )..., t,-,} so that for 0 < i < K - 1 we have 
ti > T and d(x, ’ ti , xitl) < E. A point x is chain equivalent to y  (written 
x - y) if for every E, T > 0 there is an (E, T)-chain from x to y  and one from y  
to x. The chain recurrent set off, 9, is {x E M 1 x N x}. And j is said to be 
chain recurrent if 9?(f) = M. Conley [2] has proved the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 9?(f Ig) = W, i.e., f  1% is chain recurrent. 
This proposition implies that the chains between two points of 9 can be 
chosen to lie in B!. 
It is useful to extend Conley’s definition of an (E, T)-chain to one having 
an infinite number of orbit segments. An izfkite (E, T)-chailz is a pair of doubly 
infinite sequences { . . . . 32-a , xP1 , x0 , xl , x2 ,...; . . . . t -2, t-1, t, , t, , t, ,.-- > so that 
ti > T and d(xi . ti , x-;,) < E for all i. Let x0 * t denote the point on this 
chain t units from x0 . More precisely, if t > 0 then x0 * t = xi . (t - xi;=‘, t,) 
where CLLi t,n ,( t < xi=, t, ; and if t < 0 then x,, * t = xi . (t + Cizi t,) 
where -xiii t, < t < -Ci5i,, t, . Define x0 * [a, b] to be (JtE[a,bl (x,, * t}. 
Every finite (E, T)-chain can be written this way. 
In Section 3 it will be necessary to approximate x0 * R by y  R for some y. 
However, a reparameterization of the y  orbit may be needed for the correct 
correspondence. A repmameteCzation of an orbit is an orientation preserving 
homeomorphism of R fixing the origin. To reparameterize an orbit segment 
y  . [a, b] just restrict a reparameterization, as defined above, to [a, b]. An orbit 
y  . R is said to S-trace an infinite (E, T)-chain x,, + R if there is a reparameteriza- 
tion g such that d(x,, * t, y  . g(t)) < 6 f  or all t E R. If  this is true for t E [a, b] 
then y  . [a, b] &traces x0 * [a, b]. In Section 3 we will prove: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be a hyperbolic compact invariant set. Given 6 > 0 there is 
an E > 0 so that every (E, 1)-chain ik A can be S-traced. 
A compact invariant set /l C M is hype?5olic if the tangent flow Tft leaves 
invariant a continuous splitting TAM = ES @ E” @ E where, for some 
0 < X < 1 and some adapted Riemannian metric, 
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(i) if z1 E E’” and t > 0 then j Tf,(zr)j > h-t 1 n /, 
(ii) ifvEESandt>Othen/ Tf,(a)] <hfIoi, 
(iii) E is the span of the vector field off. 
It follows from [3] that there is a compact neighborhood N of A whose 
maximal compact invariant subset is hyperbolic. 
Stable manifold theory for a hyperbolic invariant set asserts, for each x E A, 
the existence of 01 disks WWs(3c) and Iyol”(~) which are tangent to Ez8 and E,“. 
These families of disks are invariant; and there is a X E (0, 1) such that 
Was(x) = (y EM j d(x . t, y  . t) < dAf for all t > 0), 
WaU(~v) = (y E M / d(~ . t, y  . t) < &F for all t < 0). 
T 
Let BluJCr . (a, b)) = Utda,~) W=S(X * t). This set is a manifold of one higher 
dimension than WNs(~). Since Es @ E is transversal to E”, we have transversal 
intersection between WtiU(x) and I/t’,s(y . (-a, a)). In fact, by taking a and a? 
small, the intersection will be a unique point if x: and y  are close. 
3. ~-TRACING CHAINS 
Let A be a hyperbolic compact invariant set for a flow 5 As mentioned, 
there is a compact neighborhood N of A whose maximal compact invariant 
subset A’ is hyperbolic. Let d be the adapted metric in which A’ is hyperbolic. 
Let 6J be the distance from A to M - N. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each 6 > 0 there is an .C > 0 suclz that each finite (E, li)- 
chain in A is S-traced by some y  E A’. Also, if the (E, I)-chain is x0 * [a, b] with 
0 E [a, b] then St + (a/2) - 1 < g(t) < St - &a + 1 where g is the reparaln- 
etevixation. (Technical dificulties necessitate a lomel- bound such as 1 for the 
(E, T)-chain.) 
Proof. Given 6 > 0 choose 01 so that a < 812 and so that OL + 2 + 
a/((1 - h)h) < 6/3 where X is the hyperbolic constant for A’. (The need for 
the last inequality becomes apparent later in the proof.) Let 0 < y  < + be 
so small that d(x . t, X) < min(8/3, s/3) f  or all j t \ <y and HEN. By the 
stable manifold theorem applied to A’, for this 01 there is a y  (possibly smaller 
than y  above) and a p < 8/2 so that if X, y  E A and d(x, y) < fl then Wfi.“(~) n 
W,=(y . (-y, y)) is a single point. 
Pick an integer lkl > 2 large enough so that Xlbrct < p/2; and pick E < l/M 
small enough so if x0 + [a, 01 is an (E, T)-chain having at most M + 1 jumps 
and b - a < M then d(q, . t, x0 * t) < p/2 for all t E [0, Mj. 
Take r > 0 an integer and consider an (F, 1)-chain x0 * [0, ml]. Note that 
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the number of jumps in any segment of x0 * [0, rM] of time length M is at 
most It4 + 1. Define a set of r points in ~4’ as follows: 
and for k = 0, l,..., r - 1 
X;7<+1)M = ?yoy(x;M - M) . Q+J n WaS(x * (k + 1)M) where [ Tk+l I < Y* 
Inductively, we show x;k+l)M E d’. Assume .x;,~ E A’. The segment of x0 c [0, rM] 
from x,, * KM to x0 * (k + l)M is an (E, Q-chain with at most M + 1 jumps so, 
by our choice of E, d((xO *KM) . M, x0 c (R + 1)M) < p/2. Also x;, E 
W,“(xo * KM) so d(x;&, . M, (x0 * KM) . M) < hi% < p/2. so d(x;M . M, 
x,, * (K + l)M) < /3 and, since both points are in A’, there is a unique point 
x;k+l)M E JKtU((&M * M> . Q+~) n Was(xO * (k + l)M) for some 7k+1 with 
1 T~+~ 1 < y. Since QI < 0/2 and x;k+lJM E WEs(x, c (K + l)M), ~;~+r)~ . t E N 
for all t 3 0. And since x;k+l)M E ~VXU((a&~ . M) . ~&+r), then x;~~+~)~~ . t E N 
for all t < 0. Thus x;~+~)~ c/i’ because /l’ is the maximal invariant set in A? 
The orbit of a$, will be our a-tracing orbit; however, the occurrence of 
7k causes parameter difficulty. First, we can S-trace the segment of x0 * [0, rM] 
from x0 * kM to x,, * (k + l)M with the orbit segment starting at &r . 
(-(r - k)M - CT 2-k+l ri) and going for time M. For j = 0, l,..., P - 1 and 
0 <k <jdefine 
Notice c.z~,~ = 0 and aj,lc < 0. For k = 0, I,..., r - 1 define 
For t E [0, MJ, 
4x0 * (KM + 4, yk: - t) 
= d(x, * (KM + t), x;~ . (t + u,,~)) 
< d(x,, * (KM + t), (x,, * KM) . t) + d((x,, * KM) . t, .xiM. tj 
+ d(x;M - t, xi&f * (t + ar,,J) 
where 
r-1 
d(4M ' 4 4kf * (t + 4.7~)) < C d($* . (t + aj,lc)t Xi+l)M * tt + %+l.k)). 
j=7c 
Since x;I+l,M E Wau(xi,,,I . (M + T~+~)), we have 
d(X;M - (t + czj,J, xij+l)*{. (t + aj+l,k)) < &--OJ+l-*. 
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Since uj+l,L - aj,?: = --M - T~+~ < -(M - $) < -1 and -M - u,+~,, = 
c-+1 , then 
Thus 
Therefore, 
d(x, * (KM + t), yb 1 t) < a f a + cxj((l - X)X). 
Thus we have &traced segments of x c [0, r&I] with segments of the orbit 
of &,I ; however, the segments of xiM * R may or may not overlap. To remedy 
this situation, define gk: [k&f, (k f l)M] + [k&f + CFzl rj , (k + l)M f C;Li Tj] 
to be the affie maps taking the first interval onto the second, k = 0, l,..., Y - 1. 
Thus for all s E [k&f, (k + l)M], ( g6(s) - s - ~~CI TV / d y. Defineg on [0, rAFJ 
by&J = gk@) h w ere KM < t < (k $- I)M. By construction g is continuous and 
one to one. We claim that (~7~ . g(t) ( t E [0, rM]} S-traces x0 * [0, I%‘]. For 
t E V-S (k + IPJI, 
< d(x,, * (M/I 4 t - kM), yk - (t - KM)) + d(y, - (t - KM), y. +g&)) 
The la;t inequality is true because of our choice of 7 and the fact that j g&(t) -- 
t - CisI T? 1 f  y. Notice that 1 g(t) - t 1 < y + 1 xfcl Tj j < (k + 1)~ < 
505/26/1-3 
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(t/4) + 4 for t E [&VI, (k + l)M]. So then gt - 4 <g(t) < St + Q for all 
t E [O, YM]. 
An (E, I)-chain equal to x0 * [0, b] for some b > 0 can be extended to 
x,, * [0, Y&I] for some integer P and S-traced as above. An arbitrary finite 
(E, I)-chain x,, * [a, b] is equal to the (E, 1)-chain (x,, * u) c [0, b - CZ] with 
starting point x0 * a. This chain can be S-traced by {JJ .g(t) 1 t E [0, 6 - a]> for 
some y  E A’, so the given chain can be S-traced by {(y . g(-a)) . h(t) 1 t E [a, ZI]> 
where h(t) E g(t - a) -,&a). Since $(t - a) - + < h(t) + g(--a) < 
$(t - u) + 4, th en St + +a - 1 < h(t) < it - C&a + 1 for t E [a, b]. 
In order to obtain a tracing lemma for infinite (.c, T)-chains, we need two 
technical lemmas concerning reparameterizations. Lemma 3.2 asserts that 
reparameterizations of two orbit segments are close if the reparameterized 
orbit segments trace each other closely enough. Lemma 3.3 allows us to conclude 
that if two reparameterized orbits trace each other closely enough for all t then 
they actually coincide. We prove both together. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given y  > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that, if x, y  E A and [tl , t,] is 
an interval containing zero and g, h are reparametekzutz’ons of x . [tl , t2] and 
y  . [tl , t,], PespectiveZy, zuith d(x -g(t), y  . h(t)) < 6 for all t E [t, , ta], then 
I g(t) - WI < Y- 
LEMMA 3.3. Given T > 0 there exists 6 > 0 so that for each E > 0 there is 
S > 0 such that, if x, y  E A zuith g, h repurameterixutions of x - [tl , te] and 
Y . [h , t21 where --S, SE i?&), h(h)1 n [g(h), g(h)1 a&if@ * g(t), y . I(t)) -C 6 
for ull t E [tl , t,], tlaen d(x, y  * s) < E for some s where 1 s / < 7. Moreover, ; f  
h(R) =g(R) =R thenx ==y-s. 
Proof. By the hyperbolic structure there are positive constants T, E, S, 
such that if X, y  E /I and d(x, y) < 6, then rVEU(x) n W's(y * (- T, T)) is a 
unique point. Let or < min{&T, 7, $r} and or < min{E, is,>. Likewise there is a 
6 such that if x, y  E d and d(x, y) < 6 then IV:(x) n FVzI(y . (--TV , or)) is a 
unique-point. 
Sinceg(0) = h(0) = 0 then d(x, y) < 6 and WE”,(X) n WiJy . (-71, TJ) = x 
is a single point. Let yz be the unique point in y  . (-TV , 7r) such that W:(X) n 
i7:*1(y2)+ @.Notey,=y*swithIsj <T~<T. 
By the continuity of g, 12, and the flow, there is a maximal open connected 
subset I of [tl , t2] containing zero so that for all t ~1: 
1 g(t) - WI < 271 ; (1) 
d(x - h(t), y2 - &)) < cl ; (2) 
d(x - h(t), x - h(t)) < Ed ; (3) 
d(y, - t, x * t) < $3, . (4) 
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By continuity there is a neighborhood of the closure of I in [tr , ta] such that 
if t is in this neighborhood then: 
j g(t) - h(t)/ < 457; (11) 
d(,z . h(t), y2 . h(t)) < E; (2’) 
d(x . h(t), .w . h(t)) < E; (3’) 
d(y, - h(t), s . h(t)) < 8, . (4’1 
For t in this neighborhood of the closure of 1, we see that x . /z(t) E lVE”(y2 - 
h(t)) n WEU(x . Iz(t)) because z E WEs(ys) n W&x) and because (2’) and (3’) 
are true for all s between h(t) and 0. Let u’ E (y . g(t)) . [-or ,~r]; then there is 
an 01 with 1 a! / < 7r such that .ru . a: = y  . g(t). Now w . (a + h(t) -g(t)) = 
y  . k(t) and zu . (a + h(t) - g(t) + s) = (y . s) . h(t) = ~7% . h(t). Since / a: + 
h(t) - g(t) -+ s j < T we see that (y .g(t)) . [-or , G-J C (ye . h(t)) . C-T, T], 
By uniqueness of local intersections and this containment, 
= Hi,“@ - h(t)) n I/‘Es((y, . h(t)) . (--T, T)) = x s h(t). 
So all of the unprimed inequalities are true on the neighborhood of I. Hence 
I = [tr I ta] by the maximality of 1. Since (1) is true for [tr , ta] and 27r < yY 
we have proved Lemma 3.2. 
To finish Lemma 3.3, for each E > 0 take S large enough so that the decay 
of the local stable and unstable manifold in positive and negative time will 
force x to be within e/2 of ys and ~12 of x. More precisely, choose S so that 
XScl < l ,‘2. So d(,s . (-S), ys (-S)) < or implies d(z, ys) < As+ < <,/2 and 
similarly d(s, x) < As<, < E/Z. If  h(R) = g(R) = R, then the hypothesis of 
Lemma 3.3 holds for any “S.” Hence E is arbitrary, and x = x = yZ = y  . s. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a hyperbolic compact invariant set. For each 6 > 0 
there is an E > 0 so that each in.nite (E, 1)-chain in A is S-traced by some y  E .A’. 
Proof. Take y  > 0 such that d(x, x t) < @ if i t / < y. By Lemma 3.2. 
there is a 6, > 0 such that if g and h are reparameterizations of orbit segments 
x . [tl I ~a] and y  . [tr , t2], respectively, with d(x . g(t), y  . h(t)) < 6, for all 
t E [tl , &J, then I g(t) - h(t)1 -=c 37. 
Let 6, = min(G a r , +S} and let E > 0 be the number corresponding to 6, 
in Lemma 3.1. If  x,, c R is an infinite (E, 1)-chain in A, let (xi . g(t) \ t E [-ii, iJ] be 
a sequence of ?&-tracing orbit segments approximating x,, * I-i, i], i = 5, G,... . . 
(Note we are starting at i = 5 so that the infinite reparameterization has ‘the 
property that g(5) > 4 ; see Theorem 4.1.) By the estimates in Lemma 3.1, 
the ranges of the gi’s grow to R and so we take a subsequence where the range 
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of gi is contained in the interior of the range of g,,, . Pick a further subsequence 
so that the xi’s converge to say x. We will show that we can reparameterize 
the orbit through x so that it a-traces x,, * R. 
Let [ai , 6J be the interval of definition for gi . Decompose R as [a1 , 6J u 
UL ([%,I > q] u [bi , bi+,]). We will define g on each interval to give a 
reparameterization of x . R. Use g, on [al , 41. Since g,(b,) < g,+,(b,,J and 
1 gi(6,) - g,,(bJj < b, there is a continuous increasing function g on [bi , bi+,] 
with g(bd = AU g&d = gi+dW, and 1 g(t) - gi+r(t)/ < +r. This gives 
our reparameterization on [6b, , &+,I. Similarly define g on [ai+i , ai]. 
We claim that (x . g(t) 1 t E R) S-t races x0 * R. Pick t E R. Without loss 
of generality, assume t E [6j , b,+r]. By the continuity of the flow, for i large 
d(x . g(t), xi . g(t)) < $S. Al so, fix i larger thanj + 1. Now 1 g(t) - gj+r(t)j < b 
and I gj,.r(t) - gi(t)l < b so I g(t) - gJt)l < y. Therefore d(q . g(t), xi . gi(t)) < 
$8. Since (xi . gi(t) ( t E [uai , b& @-traces x,, * [ui , bi], then d(xi . gi(t), x,, * t) < 
+s. so d(xo * t, x . g(t)) < d(. %I * t, xi . g&>) + d(x, . gzQ>, xi . g(t)> + d(Xi . g(t), 
x .g(t)) < 6. 
4. DENSENESS OF PERIODIC ORBITS 
THEOREM 4.1. If  A is a hyperbolic compact invurimt set and f jz, is chain 
recurrent (i.e., 9?(f I,,) = A), then A is contained in the closure of the set of period& 
orbits off. 
Proof. Let 7 of Lemma 3.3 be $ and S be the number guaranteed in that 
lemma. Given x0 g/l and a: > 0, we will show that there is a periodic orbit 
within OL of x0 . Let 6, = min{@, CX} and E be the corresponding number in 
Lemma 3.4. Take an (E, 5)-chain from x0 to x0 and repeat it in both time direc- 
tions to get an infinite (E, 5)-chain through x0 . Let {x . g(t) 1 t E R} 8,-trace 
x0 sic R where g(5) > 2. Since x0 * T = x0 for some T > 5, define h(t) = 
g(T - t) - g(T). Then {(x . g(T)) . h(t) j t E R} also S,-traces x0 * R. So 
d((x . g(T)) . h(t), x . g(t)) < 8 for all t. Hence Lemma 3.3 implies x = 
(x,g(T)).s where Is] <a. Sinceg(T)>$, g(T)+s#O and so x is a 
periodic point within 01 of x0 . 
COROLLARY 4.2. If  W(f) is hyperbolic then 9 = Q and is the closwe of the 
set of poiodic orbits. 
Proof. In general W(f) > S;, and both contain the set of periodic orbits. 
By Proposition 2.1 fla is chain recurrent. Thus, Theorem 4.1 applied to W 
gives W is the closure of the set of periodic orbits and hence 9 = Q. 
CORDLLARY 4.3. If  B(f In) is hyperbolic then Q(f In) is the closure of the set 
of periodic orbits. 
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A flow satisfies Smale’s definition of Axiom A if Q is hyperbolic and equal 
to the closure of the set of periodic orbits. It has been shown ES] that, for an 
Axiom A flow, Q is the union of a finite number of connected components 
each containing a dense orbit. Let a!(~) and W(X) be the usual ti- and w-limit 
sets of the orbit through X: 
a(x) = n Cl(X + t ] t < 71, W(X) = n Cl(x * t ] t ), 7). 
7<0 C-0 
A cycle is a finite sequence of points (*vl , .vz ,..., .Q in M - .Q where .rr = X, 
and W(XJ u CI(X~+~) is contained in one component of .Q for each i. In [4, 5, X], 
it is shown that if f satisfies Axiom A and has no cycles then there is a$&ratGrz 
for f. Specifically, there are closed sets PJ = Ml C h& C . C hfn = X where 
hfi . t C interior(MJ for all t > 0 and &a (M, - n/r,-r) . t is one component 
of 9, call it Oi . 
THEDREM 4.4. B is hyperbolic zf and only if f  sati$es Axionr A and has no 
cycles. 
Prooj. Corollary 4.2 shows that if 3 is hyperbolic then f  satisfies Axiom A 
and 3’ = Q. Assume there is a cycle (x i , xa ,..., ~~1. Since each component .52, 
has a dense orbit, we can construct an (E, T)-chain from x1 to x1 for all E, T :% 0. 
Thus x1 is chain recurrent which contradicts s1 $ G = .B!. 
-%ssume f  satisfies Axiom A and has no cycles. We will show each wandering 
point s is not chain recurrent. Consider a filtration Mr C h& C ‘.. C M,l %e-r 
x E iW< - ,w-, . Either W(X) C 52, or sZi for some Ji < i. I f  w(x) C Qj then 
there is a T > 0 such that x . [T, a) C il/lj . Since Mj . t C interior(Mjj for all 
t > 0, .V cannot be chained back to itself. For the case where W(X) C .Q; , the 
positive orbit of x remains in -n/r, - Itil,-r . Thus x E &<, (&& - X_,j I-. 
Since &a (Xi - M-r) . t = Qi and x $ Qi , x g fit,, (hgr - Mi-lj . t. In 
fact, there is a 7’ such that x $ Mi . t for all t >, T. Since M; . T is mapped 
into its interior in positive time, again we cannot chain from x back to itself. 
Also, one can show that if the chain recurrent set of a flow is hyperbolic 
then the Aow is chain recurrent stable (i.e., for any flow Cl near the original, 
the chain recurrent sets are conjugate). The stability of filtrations prevents 
W explosions and the stability of hyperbolic sets provides the conjugacy. 
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